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CHINA ISSUE

Building Up:
Shanghai-based
Greenland Group’s
Metropolis condo
underway downtown.
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INVESTMENT: China scales

L.A.’s economy, but to lesser
degree than Japan in 1980s.

By HOWARD FINE Staff Reporter

T

are buying up Hollywood studios.
They are making huge investments in L.A.
real estate. Their consumer products are
driving the local economy.
While those alarms sound very much like they
are being sounded over the spate of recent Chi-

Tim Hankins
of Laurel & Wolf
sticks to
casual basics.
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nese investment activity in Los Angeles, they also
recall the apprehension when Japanese investors
came knocking 30 years ago.
Even as the growing inflow of Chinese money
makes headlines today, Japanese companies are
still the top foreign investor in Los Angeles, according to a recent economic report. China didn’t
even make the cut for the top 10 foreign job creators in Los Angeles County.
Los Angeles housed more than 200 Chinese
companies in 2015, employing 3,800 and accounting for $279 million in wages, according to
Foreign Direct Investment in Southern California,

a report by the Los Angeles County Economic
Development Corp. and World Trade Center
Los Angeles. That paled in comparison to Japan,
whose 1,263 local companies provided 42,000
jobs and $2.8 billion in wages that year.
China has been following the same general
path as Japan, but isn’t as far along, according to
Stephen Cheung, president of the WTC.
“I think we are in early innings for Chinese
investments across the industrial and real estate
landscapes in Los Angeles,” he said.
Please see INVESTMENT page 30

Immigration Funding May Depart Lobby Issues
DEVELOPMENT: Fate of EB-5

has projects mulling financing.
MAIL TO:

By HENRY MEIER Staff Reporter

A popular immigration pipeline into the United
States for Chinese citizens – and a huge source of
capital for L.A. developments – survived several
challenges last year as lawmakers threatened to roll
back and even scrap the federal visa program.
But that reprieve might be brief as EB-5 comes up
for another vote in Congress in April, which is stirring caution among developers.
“The biggest issue developers are facing is whether they go out and look for EB-5 funding right now
with all the uncertainty,” said Jim Butler, an attorney
at Century City’s Jeffer Mangels Butler & Mitchell, which represents developers looking to access

capital through the EB-5 program. “It’s a legitimate
question. That said, there’s always risk, but this is
relatively noncontroversial legislation and we believe
(developers) should have a little faith.”
That isn’t how everyone sees it, though.
Where EB-5 money should flow has been a particularly contentious issue, with legislators from rural areas advocating for more visas to be funneled to
projects outside of metropolitan centers such as Los
Angeles and New York.
EB-5 annually allocates a maximum of 10,000
green cards to foreign investors who sink at least
$500,000 into a U.S. project that creates at least 10
jobs. Congressional passage of short-term budget
fixes in September and December kept the program
alive when it was set to expire.
“Critics say that it’s all rich guys getting money
Please see DEVELOPMENT page 31

In Hotel Vote
POLITICS: Campaign raised

questions of foreign influence.

By HOWARD FINE Staff Reporter

When Dalian Wanda Group was accused
of illegally funneling foreign money into a campaign against a Beverly Hills hotel measure on
the November ballot, it crystalized for many the
growing influence of Chinese interests in local
and national American politics.
Though the allegations against the Beijing company, chaired by Chinese billionaire Wang Jianlin,
Please see POLITICS page 31
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Focused
On Casual
‘I don’t want to turn into
o
the dad – wearing
n
dad jeans with tucked-in
polo shirts.’

Levi’s leather jacket
jacket.
Cost: about $900.

TIM HANKINS, Laurel & Wolf

Warby Parker
eyeglasses.
Cost: about $100.

Giving Keys Strength
classic key. Cost: $49.

John Varvatos
suede boots.
Cost: about $500.
Tanner Goods x House Industries
leather cuff. Cost: about $40.
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Hankins, creative director of online
ne interior
design platform Laurel & Wolf in Los Angeles, said
his personal style has evolved to a point he’s happy
with – at least for now.
“I feel like I’ve gotten to a good spot as far as my style,”
Hankins, 39, said. “But … I think it will probably change.”
Hankins has come a long way from dressing like
what he described as a “troubled adolescent” with baggy
clothing and wallet chains. While he credits his wife for
helping him craft his look, he also pointed to his transition
from working at home for clients such as Walt Disney
Co. and the Los Angeles Philharmonic to his former post
as director of creative services for Honest Co., where he
IM

was the first designer hired by the startup to craft its website and packages.
It was then he began taking interviews and participating in panels, which made him more aware of his wardrobe choices.
“My previous work was just wake up in the morning, go
to my desk, and work,” he said. “I didn’t have to think about
my clothes that much. I could just concentrate on working.”
Hankins said his wardrobe mostly consists of jeans
and long-sleeve basic T-shirts that he pairs with accessories from brands such as Tanner Goods and Giving
Keys. His go-to clothing labels are John Varvatos,
Levi’s, and Everlane.

The designer prefers to keep his look casual and simple so he can focus more on his work. Hankins joked that
he wouldn’t mind wearing a suit every day because it requires little planning.
“I don’t need a lot of attention in terms of what I look
like,” he said. “I need my work to get all the attention.”
But there’s someone else that takes up Hankins’ attention, too: his son.
“I’ve got a 6-year-old, so I’m trying to be mindful,”
he said. “I don’t want to be trendy, but … I don’t want
to turn into the dad – wearing dad jeans with tucked-in
polo shirts.”
– Subrina Hudson

THE GRAN FINALE
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THE PERFECT YEAR-END, AND THE PERFECT NEW START
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